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J. A. Triplett (1), the design has heenow sufficiently fixed to allow a refinement
of his values.

The present analysis, also, includes a calculation of the fraction of energy which 
is released in the shroud and process tubes that flows to the primary coolant and 
moderator. In addition, the heat transferred from the primary coolant to the top 
and bottom shield coolant is taken into consideration. Nuclear data used in the 
original calculations still appears satisfactory and is, therefore, utilized in 
the present analysis.

SVMARX
2a Egaegam 

The results of the neat transfer and physics analysis indicate the primary coolant 
removes 94.8 percent or 66.4 M of the 70 Me nominal total power. The reflector 
energy is .92 percent or .606 M. The total heat load on the top and bottom shield 
coolant is -78 percent or -545 W. In addition .36 percent or .251 M are removed, 
in the radial cast iron shield; therefore, the total energy removed by all the 
shields is 1.14 percent or .796 W. Then by the difference of the boat removed by 
the primary coolant, shields, and reflector and the total boat, the moderator beat 
lead is 3.1 percent or 2.2 M. Previously, Triplett had estimated the Moderator 
heat load as 2.019 MM

Calculations based on the "hottest channel" indicate that Moderator boiling on the 
surface of the shroud tube will not occur when the process tube la centered. 
However, if the process tube is off-center by .219* mild surface boiling may occur.

—
Temperature calculations in the exposed shroud tube above the moderator level of 
the "hottest channel* indicate that the maximum is 560 F. Finally, temperature 
calculations at the upper surface of the moderator indicate that mild boiling will 
occur on the shroud tube surface.

— •ISC3SG
1. TotalEerg Distribution clculationa

N

9
Prevtounly, J. R. Triplett had determined the boating load in the FET moderator. 
Xn his calculations the portions of gamma and neutron energies released in the 
shroud and process tubes Wat entered the primary coolant and moderator were 
assumed values. Therefore, a heat transfer analysis was made in an effort to
evaluate the actual shroud-process tube energy split- Then, based on these boat
transfer results, a refinal calculation was made on the physics aspects to
determine the total heat lead on the 20 moderator nystem-

In addition, in Triplett’h original work heat transfer by conduction from the 
process channel to the to and bottom primary shield coolant was neglected. An 
estimate of this energy transfer waz determined in an effort to evaluate the 
total heat load on the shield coolant cirrui.

(1) Triplett, J, R., PKTR 
October 21, 1957.

Neutron Calculations, M-52347,
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1.1-1 dodsrator at dsaisul
The energy transferred into the moderator la derived from gaz 
and neutron energy releases in the shroud tubes and free heat 
transfer across the helium gas annulus from the process tubes. 
The total energy transferred into the moderator is thus determined 
from a heat balance on the aluminum shroud tube. Assuming the 
average process tube temperature is 500. F and the average moderator
temperature is L.C F, the tnermal conductance across the helium 
annulus la 5.35 B/hr ft F. Specific gamma heat rates in the shroud 
and process tube are derived from Triplett’s original values using 
acre recent core power dstrbuti ns 2) The values used in these 
calculations are -476 w/gm and -51 «/ga for the alumimum shroud 
and the Zr-2 process tubes, respectively. The water file coerfi- 
ci ent on the shroud tube — moderator interface is 100 8/hr ft F.
The dimenszons of the shroud and process tubes are 4-25" OD x 
-060" wall and 3.55" OD x -015" wall, respectively- The 20 
moderator flow rate is 1100 gpm at an inlet temperature of 137 F.

Based upon these values, the total heat transferred into the 
moderator circuit from the 85 shrond and process tubes is calculated 
to be 0.561 M. These calculations, alec, show that a net transfer 
of energy from the primary coolant to the moderator does not occur. 
Instead, the total energy transferred to the moderator is derived 
from the gamna heating in the shroud and process tubes, All the 
naw* heat released from the shroud tube and 44 percent of the 
gamma heating in the process tube the moderator. Similarly,
if the shroud and process tube are considered as one unit, ths heat 
transferred to the primary coolant is 4.0 percent of the c outlined 
gamma heating. However, if the tubes are considered individually 
the heat transferred to the primary coolant is made up of zero
percent shroud tube gamma heat and $6.0 percent procsss tube garma
hast.

1.1.4 Total mclantiomcazcuinzaonz
In the calculations perormed by Triplett, (1) heat transfer by con-
duction frem the primary coolant tc the top and bottom primary 
sh.eld extant was neglected. An estimate of this heat transfer 
rate han been made in order to ascertan the total heat load on the
tap and bottcm primary shield heat exchanger-

CT
In thee cal culati ens, it is assumed that 6amma heating in the piping 
(including shield plugs; within the shield boundaries is r. gligible- 
Therefore, any transfer cf heat to the shields muet originate from
the primary coolant. Ph- shieid covlant teperature is asoumed to
be constant •• 110 F. Te pi mary coolant temperature in ths top and

(1) Up. cit., Page La
(21 Heginbal, J. J Effect of Hoderat^r tfeixht an 1

EluxPiztributianinPRa #-52373, Maren 3, 19
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bottom shields la taken to be 530 F and 478 F, respectively. The 
calculated total heat conductrnce per process tube between the 
prirary coolant and the top shield coolant le 13.24 B/hr F and is 
12.% B/hr F between the primary coolant and the bottom shield
coolant. c
Based upon tbese values, th beat transferred from the 85
procese channels to the top shield coolant is 0. 
0.115 NW to the bottom shield coolant. Triplett

M, and 
nas estiaated

that the heating in each primary shield due to gamma and neutron 
abporption la 0.1457 Md. The total heat loads are then, 0.2847 X 
and 0.2607 M for the top and bottom shields, respectively- 
Therefore, the total load on the shield heat exchanger is 0.545 M.

iripleuu--- has also de tend nod that 0.2506 M of gamma and neutron 
energies are absorbed in the radial shield. Thus, the total heating 
load for all the shields is 0.796 W or 1.14 percent of the 70 M
nominal total reactor power-

1.2 BuraXga Ana;
Calculation of that fraction of the total energy per fission which la 
transferred to the coolant is carried out by the s—e method aa originally 
eployed by Triplett---) Evakuation of the various energy generation pro- 
cesses is as follows:

•
1-2-1 Eionion_produstknetisenerzy-168Mev/fission
1-2.2 product beta decay - 7 WriHlon
Because of the extremely short renge of tne cles, the energ of these
to prozez=s is entrely converted te beat within the fuel and transferred
to th* coolant.

1.2.3 energy — 5 Mey/fleaion ?

The ratio of slowing devm in coolant and fuel to the total la 
gven by

. ■ -

3.
* -7

-e ‘2vnl 
L2y,.

[32, 
[§.v)

cool

cool 4 mod-

where § is th-e 2 ogar it had c energy loss per collision, 2, is 
tha maroscopic scattering cross section and V is the solum* of
the materal

—
(l) Op- cit., Page 1
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For the 19-rod cluster fuel assembly this amounts to approximately 10 
percent. Therefore, of the 5 Mev, 0.5 hew is transferred to the coolant-

. .. _ ___ _ _
1-2-

Since the escape probab: for these gamma rays from the fuel
coolant is 0.22, 78 percent of this energy goes to the coolant 
directly. Seventeen percent of the 0.22 fraction escaped is 
absorbed in the process tube of which 56 percent or 0.020 goes 
to the coolant. It can be shown that roughly 0-27, abzorDed. 
In neighboring fuel rods and process tubes. Thus, (0.78 t 
♦ 0.027) or 82.7 percent (3.31 Mev) is transferred to the coolant.

1.2- 5 2 Hot nation and fl won product rii— - 9 Hrr/flMlan
is above, the fuel-coolant escape probability is 0.408 and of these 
0.11 are absorbed in the process tube. Fifty-six percent of thia 
energy is returned to the coolant, resulting in 0.024 plus 0:592 or 
61.6 percent of the energy which appears as heat in the original 
channel. The U02 and 40 percent of the Al-Zr contribute U. percent 
of the heat from these games in the core, and it can be shown that 
25.6 percent of thiz energy escapes the cell. Thus, (0.616 ♦ O-k x 
0.256) or 72.9 percent (6.56 Mev) flows to the coolant.

-

5 May fuel capture1.2.6
—,---4 af ,+- coo UTit {g 0.430 ana or

4Etina.62 .53 APLProb in tK process tube of which 56 percent la 
returned to the coolant. Thus, 59 percent of the hent flows to the
original channel •
The fraction reaching the cell boundary can be shown to be 0.316, 
and the UO2 and LO percent of the Al-Zr contribute 5 percent of 
the absorption of these gamas in the core. Thus, theheat to the 
coolant is (0.59 + 0.54 x 0.316) or 76 percent (3.80 Mev) >

1.2.7 9 Mevnon-fuel capture zaman-Mev/finaion
In the homogenized core, the D20, UO2 and Al-Zr contribute 0.35, 
0.58 and 0.07 of the absorption of thepe games, respect1ve-• 
mherefore, since 9 percent of the D20 beat is in the coolant and 
L0 percent of the Al-Zr beat goes to the coolant, (0-582 0.35 x 
0.09 4 0.07 x 0.40) or 64 percent (1-28 Hew) appears in the 
coolant. *

Burning processes 1 through 7 results in a total of 190.39 Mov/fission or 
95.19 percent of the 200 Kev/fssion Js available to the primary coolet;. 
However, neat transfer calculations (Section 1.1-2) indicate that 0.254 Mi 
is transrerred by ♦berm* radiation end conduction to the ,oP andbottow 
biological shields- Therefore, 9.80 percent or 66-4 M of the •P F" nomna- 
total reactor power is removed by the primery coaiant-

e
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Iha total heating, generated and/or transferred, in the combined ahielAn
As 11 percent- For the reflector, the total is 0.92 percent. Tus, by 
difference between the t~tal beet and the heat added to the primary coolant, 
hlelds, and reflector, the beat Load on the Moderator circuit la 3.1.

percent or 2.20 M of the 70 W total reactor power.

2. EffsstaeEssstricalizElassd.ErssennTubaa

Baaed on the normal operating conditions of the •hottaet channelm, calcu- 
lationn were mode to determine the effecta of eccentrically pl toad process 
tubes in promoting subcooled suurface boiling on the ehroud tibe. The 
results indicate that when the process tube ie concentric with the ehroud

. tube, the mien shroud tube temperature is 172 F. Therefore, uurface 
boilins will not occur. However, if the process tube ia placed ofr- 
center by •2190 (helium annulus la a nominal .290) the calculated abroad 
tube temperature is 212 F. Therefore if the proceed tube la orr-center 
by wore than -2192 local surface boiling la indicated. However, calcu- 
lations at the •219 prfse indicate the surface heat fluc on the shroud 
tube ia only 6,700 B/hr ft*. At theca low heat fluxes, any boiling which 
may result la not apt to become vigorcus, and the heat tranafer mechaniom 
ear even remain free convection.

3. Above_theModerater
The maxruum temperatures of the shroud tube exposed above the noderator 
and at the moderator surface were calculsted.

* - - . . ' -- .- ■ - 
The WYm shroud tube tempersture exposed abow the moderator vm calcu- 
lated lining only radial boat transfer from shroud tube to the proew 
tube and nubsequently to the primary coolant. Baaed on .067 w/gm gamma 
boat in the enponed shroud tube and 542 F primarr coolant f ■wp ireture, the 
calculated maodisum shroud tube temperature to 560 P.

The phroud tube temperature at the moderator surface was determined bg 
deriving meparate beat balance equationa for the ehroud tube above and 
below the nedorator level. The solution of these equationa ansumod a 
conatant tavnaat in and taupe rat,are gredient in the shroud tube at the 

ace and that the abroad taboa extended to infinity in both 
directions sway from the noderator surface.
wwt orator

Ansuming a constant gama heat of .067 v/gm la both oections of the shroud 
tuba, and a non-boiling tilm coefficient in the submergad noction or the 

hrpud tube, he calculated temperatare and heat flux are 238.4 y ana
9,460 B/hr ft"• respectively. Therefore, mild boiling will occur on the 
shroud tube at the surface of the moderator.

K
M— 
’ace "R. X.

-
a

Reactor Technology Deval nynt, 
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